
L
eaving a job in the City to open a bra-
fitting store in Forest Hill might sound an
unlikely career move, but for Kyra Pitter

it was the obvious choice. Years of searching
for pretty bras in larger cup sizes had left her
all too aware of the difficulties women have
finding the right bra. But then half the women
in the country are walking around in bras that
don’t fit. 

Kyra’s friendly approach – no measuring
tapes involved – has won her many loyal fans,
all delighted to say goodbye to aching backs,
tight straps and red marks. Once she has found
them the perfect bra, many customers wear it
out of the shop, chucking the old one in the bin. 

But it’s not just Kyra’s ‘try-it-on’ fitting policy
that has proved popular – the calm, private
setting of her ‘fitting studio’ puts customers
immediately at ease. ‘I’ve got to get women
into their bras within minutes of meeting
them. They need to feel like they’re coming
into their bedroom,’ she explains. The result:
relaxing music, a spacious changing room,
racks of beautiful lingerie, and a bell on the
front door so no one can walk in on them. 

‘A lot of customers say that other fitters don’t
explain what they’re doing,’ Kyra says. ‘There’s
no eye contact, just cold hands. So buying a
bra is like going to the dentist for them – they
only go when their bra is literally held together
by a stitch! I explain everything as I go along,
so they know what is happening.’ 

After Kyra packed in her job as a technical
engineer in the City, she set up shop in Victoria
with a friend, selling bras and doing fittings.
Unfortunately, operating in the centre of
London proved too expensive in terms of
overheads. Kyra’s friend returned to the City,
and Kyra decided to downscale, with a smaller
shop just up the road from Forest Hill station.
‘It’s very easy to get to – my customers come
from all over London – due to the direct
connections to Victoria and London Bridge,’
she says.

Her first priority was to get proper training.
This included learning how to fit women at
different stages in their lives, and making
someone who’s had a mastectomy feel at

ease. The look on a customer’s face when she
finally has the right size bra is magical. She
starts to sit up straight and immediately looks
better in her clothes. ‘I actually like it when a
woman’s got it completely wrong,’ Kyra
admits. ‘The transformation is so striking.’ 

The demands of fashion are serious. The
constant pressure to bring in new lingerie
ranges, as well as to restock the ones she has,
can cause cash-flow problems. And it’s not
helped by people coming in for a fitting but
going elsewhere to buy their bras. ‘I’m happy
to spend a long time on a fitting, but it’s hard

not to get frustrated when people think of you
only as a fitting service, not a bra store too!’

Kyra hopes one day to add swimwear to a
collection that already includes sports bras,
nursing bras and ‘sexy bottoms’. She certainly
has no regrets about her new career: ‘I couldn’t
go back to working in the City now.’
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Buying a new bra should be a pleasure, but for some women it’s more like a trip to the
dentist. Carinya Sharples meets a local entrepreneur who plans to change all that

If the cup fits…
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